Walden Library Video Transcript
Title: Opposing Viewpoints demonstration for COMM-1001, Week 5
URL:  http://youtu.be/RDzBCT8LF-E

Begin Transcript

Visual: The COMM-1001 guide, Week 5 tab
Narration:
This video will demonstrate a search in Opposing Viewpoints to find sources discussing Internet freedom of speech.

Visual: The COMM-1001 guide, Week 5 tab, Opposing Viewpoints box as search term is entered
Narration:
I am using the Opposing Viewpoint search box
And I am entering Internet Freedom of speech in to the search box
And I click Go to start my search

Visual: Screen loading between COMM-1001 guide and Opposing Viewpoint search results
Narration:
You may be asked to log in with your Walden email and password at this step. Once you log in, you will see the search results screen as is shown here

Visual: Opposing Viewpoint search results
Narration:
This search result list includes many types of sources:
Viewpoints essays
Reference book excerpts
News pieces
Magazine articles
And more
Each type of source is labeled for easy identification

Visual: Clicking on first search result in the list
Narration:
Click on the title of a source to see the full item. I am clicking on a viewpoint essay

Visual: Full text of source selected from search results loads. Cursor points to tools menu.
Narration:
The full text of the source will appear here. Note the tools menu on the right, which includes links to print or save the source.